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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel range-free localization algorithm tailored for mobile wireless sensor networks
(MWSN)s. In contrast to the most existing range-free algorithms,
the nodes mobility is taken into accounts when designing our
algorithm. We show that nodes are able to estimate their
positions using solely their locally-available information, thereby
avoiding any unnecessary overhead and power costs incurred if
information exchange between nodes was required. Furthermore,
we show that the proposed algorithm outperforms in accuracy
the best representative range-free algorithms. In contrast to the
latter, it is able to compensate the nodes mobility effects when
the nodes’ speeds are moderate.
Index Terms—Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSN)s,
localization accuracy, range-free techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to their reliability, low cost, and ease of deployment,
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are emerging as a key
tool for many applications such as environment monitoring,
disaster relief, and target tracking [1]-[3]. A WSN is a set of
small battery-powered sensors able to collect data from the
surrounding environment and transmit it to a base station or
an access point [4]. However, the sensing data are very often
useless if the location from where they have been measured
is unknown, making their localization a fundamental and
essential issue in WSNs. So far, several localization algorithms
have been proposed in the literature. These algorithms can be
roughly classified into two categories: range-based and rangefree.
To properly localize the regular or position-unaware nodes,
range-based algorithms exploit the measurements of the received signals’ characteristics such as the time of arrival
(TOA) [5], the angle of arrival (AOA) [6], or the received
signal strength (RSS) [7]. These signals are, in fact, transmitted by nodes with prior knowledge of their positions called
anchors (or landmarks). Although range-based algorithms are
very accurate, they are unsuitable for WSNs. Indeed, these algorithms require high power to ensure communication between
anchors and regular nodes which are small battery-powered
units. Furthermore, additional hardware is usually required at
both anchors and regular nodes [8], thereby increasing the
overall cost of the network. Moreover, the performance of
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these algorithms can be severely affected by noise, interference, and/or fading.
Unlike range-based algorithms, range-free algorithms,
which rely on the network connectivity to estimate the regular
node positions, are more power-efficient and do not require any
additional hardware and, hence, are suitable for WSNs. Due to
these practical merits, range-free localization algorithms have
garnered the attention of the research community. So far, many
range-free algorithms have been proposed in the literature
[9]- [16]. These algorithms mainly fall into two categories:
heuristic and analytical. The majority of heuristic algorithms
are based on the DV-Hop algorithm [12]. The latter allows
derivation of the network’s average hop size from the global
information of the WSN in a nonlocalized manner, thereby
resulting in a prohibitive overhead and, hence, unnecessary
high power consumption. Analytical range-free algorithms
are, in contrast, more power efficient [14]-[26]. Indeed, these
algorithms are based on an accurate analytical evaluation of
the average hop size which can be locally computed at each
node, thereby avoiding unnecessary power consumption. In
spite of their valuable contributions, the algorithms developed
in [14]-[26] are based on the assumption that all WSNs nodes
are static. However, these nodes are usually designed to be
mobile to provide the network with the sufficient flexibility
and, hence, the capability to achieve advanced tasks such as
in military and underground-mines application. This mobility,
if not taken into account when designing the localization
algorithm, may severely hinder its accuracy.
To fill this gap, we propose, in this paper, a novel rangefree localization algorithm tailored for mobile wireless sensor
networks (MWSN)s. In contrast to the most existing rangefree algorithms, the nodes mobility is taken into accounts
when designing our algorithm. We show that nodes are able
to estimate their positions using solely their locally-available
information, thereby avoiding any unnecessary overhead and
power costs incurred if information exchange between nodes
was required. Furthermore, we show that the proposed algorithm outperforms in accuracy the best representative rangefree algorithms. In contrast to the latter, it is able to compensate the nodes mobility effects when the nodes’ speeds are
moderate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the system model and discusses the motivation for
this work. Section III derives a new average hop size. A novel
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II. N ETWORK MODEL AND MOTIVATION
We consider a system model of N MWSN nodes deployed
in a 2-D square area S. Let vi and θi (t) denote the average
speed and the motion direction at t seconds (s) of the i-th
node, respectively. All nodes are assumed to have the same
range (i.e., transmission capability ) denoted by R. Each
node is hence able to directly communicate with any other
node located in the disc having that node as a center and
R as a radius, while it communicates in a multi-hop fashion
with the nodes located outside [15]. Due to the high cost
of the global positioning system (GPS) technology, only a
few nodes commonly known as anchors are equipped with
it and, hence, are aware of their positions. The other nodes,
called hereafter position-unaware or regular nodes for the
sake of simplicity, are oblivious to this information. Let Na
and Nr = N − Na denote the number of anchors and
regular nodes, respectively. Without loss of generality, let
(xi (t), yi (t)) , i = 1, . . . , Na be the coordinates of the anchor
nodes and (xi (t), yi (t)) , i = Na + 1, . . . , N those of the
regular ones. Fig. 1 illustrates a snapshot of the MWSN of
our concern. The anchor nodes are marked with red triangles
and the regular ones are marked with blue circles. If two nodes
are able to directly communicate, they are linked with a dashed
line that represents one hop. In the following, we propose an
efficient range-free localization algorithm aiming to accurately
estimate the regular nodes’ positions.
In order to localize the (i − Na )-th regular node (i.e., ith node), the distances between it and at least 3 anchors are
usually required. All anchors should then broadcast at t =
0 their coordinates through the network. Let nk (tk ) be the
number of hops between the k-th anchor and the (i − Na )-th
regular node where tk is the time at which the latter receives
the first’s coordinates. The (i − Na )-th regular node estimates
then its distance to the k-th anchor dk−i (tk ) as follows [17]
dˆk−i (tk ) = nk (tk )h̄s

(1)

where h̄s is the average hop size throughout the network. Let
us assume, without loss of generality, that the k-th received
coordinates at the (i − Na )-th regular node are those of the
k-th anchor (i.e., t1 < t2 < . . . < Tna ). In such a case,
the to-be-estimated coordinates are (xi (tNa ), yi (tNa )) while
the information available at the (i − Na )-th regular node are
dˆk−i (tk ), k = 1, . . . , Na . These information are unfortunately
Please note that t = 0 seconds corresponds to the beginning of the
localization process.
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outdated, since the latter node is continuously in motion and,
hence, nk (tk ) = nk (tNa ) (i.e., dˆk−i (tk ) = dˆk−i (tNa )) for
k = 1, . . . , Na − 1 may probably occur. If the latter situation
is not taken into account, it would definitely hinder the (i −
Na )-th regular node localization accuracy. This motivate us to
propose a new localization algorithm able to handle the WSNs
nodes mobility. First let us derive in the next section the h̄s ’s
expression that will be exploited later in our algorithm.
III. AVERAGE HOP SIZE ’ S DERIVATION
Let us consider a two-hop communication between the mth and p-th nodes through an intermediate node n. Please
note that, for the sake of simplicity, the effect of nodes’
mobility is neglected when deriving h̄s ’s expression. For the
sake of clarity, in what follows, we denote by X and Z the
random variables that represent the distances dm−p and dm−n ,
respectively. In such a case, h̄s could be defined as
h̄s = E {Z} .

(2)

In order to derive the expectation in (2), we propose to
exploit the conditional cumulative distribution function (CDF)
FZ|X (z) = P (Z ≤ z|x) of Z with respect to the random
variable X. As can be shown from Fig. 2, Z ≤ z is guaranteed
only if there are no nodes in the dashed area A. Therefore,
the conditional CDF FZ|X (z) can be defined as
FZ|X (z) (z) = P (Z ≤ z|x) = P (E1 ) ,

(3)

where P (E1 ) is the probability that the event E1 = {no
nodes in the dashed area A} occurs. Assuming that nodes are
uniformly deployed in S, the probability of having K nodes
in A follows a Binomial distribution Bin (N, p) where p = A
S.
For relatively large N and small p, it can be readily shown
that Bin (N, p) can be accurately approximated by a Poisson
distribution Pois(λA) where λ = N/S is the average nodes
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density in the network [21]. Consequently, for a large number
of nodes N and small p, we have
FZ|X (z) = e−λA .

(4)

Using some geometrical properties and trigonometric transformations, it is straightforward to show that
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Finally, the h̄s is given by
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α 1−FZ|X (α) +

R
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1−FZ|X (z) dz fX (x)dx,(6)

where α = x − R and fX (x) is the pdf of X. Note that the
latter can be considered as a uniform random variable over
[R, 2R] and, hence, fX (x) can be substituted in the latter
result by 1/R. To the best of our knowledge, a closed-form
expression for the integral in (6) does not exist. However, h̄s
can be easily implemented since it depends on finite integrals
[25].

At t = 0, the k-th anchor broadcasts through the network
a message containing (xk , yk , n) where n is the hop-count
value initialized to one. When a node receives this message,
it stores the k-th anchor position as well as the received hopcount nk = n in its database, adds one to the hop-count
value and broadcasts the resulting message. Once this message
is received by an another node, its database information is
checked. If the k-th anchor information exists and the received
hop-count value n is smaller than the stored nk , the node
updates nk by n, increments by 1 then broadcasts the resulting
message. If nk is smaller than n, the node discards the received
message. However, when the node is oblivious to the kth anchor position, it adds this information to its database
and forwards the received message after incrementing n by
1. This mechanism will continue until the become aware of
all anchors’ positions and their corresponding minimum hop
count.
The computation of the (i − Na )-th regular node coordinates could begins when the latter receives all the anchors’
information. This means that the to be estimated coordinates
are (xi (tNa ), yi (tNa )) since t1 < t2 < . . . < Tna is
assumed without loss of any generality. This node starts thus
by estimating its distances to all anchors using (1). Exploiting
this estimates, the (i − Na )-th regular node (i.e., i-th node) is
now able to compute an initial guess (x̂i (tNa ), ŷi (tNa )) of its
2-D coordinates as
−1
1
T
ΥΥT
ΥT κi .
(7)
[x̂i (tNa ), ŷi (tNa )] = −
2
where
⎤
⎡
x1 − xNa
y1 − yNa
⎥
⎢
x2 − xNa
y2 − yNa
⎥
⎢
(8)
Υ=⎢
⎥,
..
..
⎦
⎣
.
.
x(Na −1) − xNa
y(Na −1) − yNa
and κi is a (Na − 1) × 1 vector with
2
−y12 , (9)
[κi ]n = dˆ1−i (tn )2 − dˆNa −i (tNa )2 +x2Na −x21 +yN
a

It is noteworthy from (8) and (9) that x̂i (tNa ) and ŷi (tNa ) are
solely dependant on the anchors’ coordinates (xk , yk ), k =
1, . . . , Na and the estimated distances dˆk−i (tk ), , k =
1, . . . , Na which are all locally available at the (i − Na )-th
regular node. Therefore, their computation does not require
any additional overhead (i.e., additional power cost), making
our algorithm compliant with WSNs’ power restrictions.
B. Second step: correction mechanism

IV. T HE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a two-step localization algorithm. In the first step an initial guess of regular nodes’ coordinates are computed using the information broadcasted by
the anchors while, in the second step, a correction mechanism
which accounts for the nodes’ mobility is applied to enhance
the localization accuracy.

Unfortunately, errors are expected to occur when estimating
the distance between each regular node-anchor pair, thereby
hindering localization accuracy. These errors are actually
caused by the nodes’ mobility, as discussed in Section II, and
the fact that the distance estimates are obtained by mapping
Please note that, for the sake of clarity, we substitute, in what follows,
xk (0) and yk (0) by xk and yk , respectively

map
the hops into distance units as in (1). Let mob
k−i and k−i be the
errors due to the first and second cause, respectively. Hence,
we have
k−i = dˆk−i (tk ) − dk−i (tNa ),
(10)
map
where k−i = mob
k−i + k−i Since these errors hinder localization accuracy, we have

xi (tNa ) = x̂i (tNa ) + δxi
,
(11)
yi (tNa ) = ŷi (tNa ) + δyi

where δxi and δyi are the location coordinates’ errors to
be determined. Exploiting the Taylor series expansion and
retaining the first two terms, the following approximation
holds:
x̂i (tN ) − xk
dk−i (tNa ) ≈ d†k−i (tNa ) + † a
δxi +
dk−i (tNa )
ŷi (tNa ) − yk
(12)
δ yi ,
d†k−i (tNa )
where
d†k−i (tNa ) =



2

2
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(13)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , Na . Therefore, rewriting (12) in a matrix
form yields
Γi δ i = ζ i − i ,
(14)
where
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a

where Pi is the covariance matrix of i . Since k−i k =
1, . . . , Na are independent random variables, Pi boils down
2
2
2
where σk−i
, . . . , σN
is the variance of
to diag σ1−i
a −i
map
mob
k−i . Since k−i and k−i are independent random variable
2
2
2
= σmob
+ σmap
.
variables, σk−i
2
Now let us focus on σmap . Assuming a high node density
in the network, dk−i could be approximated as follows
nk

j=1
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the other hand, mob
could be considered
k−i
as Uniform random variable over the interval
[− (tNa − tk ) Vi , (tNa − tk ) Vi ]. This is due to the fact
that the (i − Na )-th regular node motion direction could
be in any direction θi ∈ [0, 2π] with the same probability.
Therefore, we have
On

2

((tNa − tk ) Vi )
.
(20)
3
A straightforward inspection of (20) and (17) reveals that
δ i solely depends on the information locally available at the
(i − Na )-th regular node and, therefore, is locally computable
at this node and does not require any additional information
exchange between nodes. Moreover, since ΓTi Pi Γi is a 2-by-2
matrix, the entries of its inverse can be analytically and easily
derived. Thus, the computation of δ i does not burden neither
the implementation complexity of the proposed algorithm nor
the overall cost of the network. Once we get δ i , the value of
(x̂i (tNa ), ŷi (tNa )) is updated as x̂i (tNa )=x̂i (tNa ) + δxi and
ŷi (tNa ) = ŷi (tNa ) + δyi . The computations are repeated until
δxi and δyi approach zero. In such a case, we have from (11)
that xi (tNa ) ≈ x̂i (tNa ) and yi (tNa ) ≈ ŷi (tNa ) and, hence,
more accurate localization is performed.
[Pi ]kk = nk σh2 +

V. S IMULATIONS RESULTS

i = [1−i , 2−i , . . . , Na −i ]T and δ i = [δxi , δyi ]T .
Many methods such as the weighted least squares (WLS)
might be used to properly derive δ i . Using WLS, the solution
of (14) is given by :

−1 T −1
Γi Pi ζ i ,
(17)
δ i = ΓTi P−1
i Γi

dk−i ≈

where hj is the real size of the j-th hop which is a random
variable itself. Using (18) and (10), we easily show that
2
= nk σh2 where σh2 is the variance of hj given by
σmap


2R
R

2
2
σh =
α 1−FZ|X (α) +2 z 1−FZ|X (z) dz fX (x) dx −

(18)

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm in terms of localization accuracy by simulations
using Matlab. These simulations are conducted to compare,
under the same network settings, the proposed algorithm with
some of the best representative range-free methods currently
available in the literature, i.e., DV-Hop [12], LEAP [14]. All
simulation results are obtained by averaging over 100 trials.
In these simulations, nodes are deployed in a 2-D square area
S = 50 ∗ 50 m2 . Furthermore, R and Na are set to 18 and
20, respectively. We assume for simplicity that all nodes have
the same speed V (i.e., Vi = V i = 1, . . . , N ).
As an evaluation criterion, we opt to the normalized root
mean square error (NRMSE) defined as follows

N
u
2
2
(xi − x̂i ) + (yi − ŷi )
e = i=1
.
(21)
Nu T ci
In Fig. 3, we plot the NRMSE versus α = Vi /Vpacket where
Vpacket is the packet propagation speed through the network. In
Figs. 4, 5, and 6, we plot the NRMSE, its standard deviation,
and its CDF versus the node density λ, respectively.
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Fig. 3 plots the localization NRMSE achieved by DVHop, LEAP and the proposed algorithm for versus α for
λ = 0.02. As can be shown from this figure, the three algorithms accuracies deteriorate as expected when α increases.
However, the proposed algorithm outperforms its counterparts.
The NRMSEs achieved by the latter rapidly decreases with
α while that achieved by the proposed algorithm slightly
decreases. Furthermore, from this figure, our algorithm its able
to provide a maximum accuracy when α is small. This means
that it is able to compensate the nodes mobility effects for
moderate nodes speed. All this proves the superiority of the
proposed algorithm over its counterparts.

Fig. 5.
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posed algorithm substantially decreases when the node density increases while those achieved by the other algorithms
slightly decrease. Furthermore, the NRMSE standard deviation
achieved by the proposed algorithm approaches zero. This
means that implementing our algorithm in MWSNs guarantees
a very accurate localization for any given realization. This
result is very interesting in terms of implementation strategy,
since it proves that the result in Fig. 4 becomes more and more
meaningful as λ grows large.
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Fig. 4 plots the localization NRMSE achieved by DV-Hop,
LEAP, and the proposed algorithm versus λ for α = 4.510−3 .
As can be shown from this figure, all algorithms accuracies improve as expected when the node density increases. However,
the proposed algorithm always outperforms its counterparts.
Indeed, our proposed algorithm turns out to be until about
two and three times more accurate than LEAP and DV-Hop
respectively.
Fig. 5 plots the NRMSE’s standard deviation achieved
by all localization algorithms when α = 4.510−3 . As can
be observed from this figure, the one achieved by the pro-
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Fig. 6 illustrates the localization NRMSE’s CDF for α =
4.510−3 . Using the proposed algorithm, 90% of the regular
nodes could estimate their position within 0.4R. In contrast,
60% of the nodes achieve the same accuracy with LEAP and
about 50% with DV-Hop. This further proves the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel range-free localization algorithm
suitable for MWSNs was proposed. In contrast to the most
existing range-free algorithms, the nodes mobility is taken
into accounts when designing our algorithm. It was shown
that nodes are able to estimate their positions using solely

their locally-available information, thereby avoiding any unnecessary overhead and power costs incurred if information
exchange between nodes was required. It was also shown
that the proposed algorithm outperforms in accuracy the best
representative range-free algorithms. In contrast to the latter,
it is able to compensate the nodes mobility effects when the
nodes’ speeds are moderate.
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